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Germany’s Top Beauty Experts

From body contouring to facelift – the laser makes it possible.

Beauty without scars:

TEXT: JESSICA HOLZHAUSEN I

PHOTOS: VILLA BELLA

A slim, firm and youthful appearance
thanks to the secret weapon: laser
No matter if body contouring or giving a facelift – by using modern innovative laser
technology, plastic surgeon Dr Ludger Meyer achieves the same results as if using
a scalpel, but without the revealing marks and with a far shorter time for recovery.
Even though the plastic surgeon Dr Ludger
Meyer loves surgery, his practice and clinic VILLA BELLA in the heart of Munich,
is leading in the combined application of
Sciton laser technology, developed in the
USA: With a micro insertion, he can melt
subcutaneous fat from inside the body and
strengthen the connective tissue. This allows removing loose skin and shaping the
contour of legs, stomach, face and arms
permanently. This is why men and women
from all over Europe are coming to him to
treat themselves with a laser-lipo-lifting,
says Dr Ludger Meyer. “Even one session
with the Sciton laser improves the silhouette sustainably: a real alternative to the far
more complex and risky surgery.”
Erbium:YAG Laser offers new
possibilities in plastic surgery
When it comes to skin rejuvenation, Dr
Ludger Meyer also sees an advantage in the
different Sciton lasers, compared to classic
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plastic surgery: A surgery only tightens the
skin. The small wrinkles and large pores
still exist – and the facelift also leaves visible scars. The laser not only straightens the
skin, but it also becomes more regular and
younger looking, the surgeon explains. Dr
Ludger Meyer has ten years of experience
in laser surgery: “Patients are completely
fascinated when they look at before and after pictures. They look years younger, without the artificial look patients often have
after facelift surgery.”
The experienced surgeon Dr Ludger
Meyer is a specialist in aesthetic breast
surgery with the latest, chipped implants
as well as laser treatments with the whole
range of Sciton lasers. The modern laser also strengthens connective tissue.
Double chin, flabby cheeks and tear sacs
vanish completely, and this is why Dr
Ludger Meyer sees this technology as
an ideal addition to his clinic: “’We stay

true to your personality’ – that is VILLA
BELLA’s credo and something we can
easily achieve with laser technology.”

A personal consultation at VILLA BELLA
with Dr Ludger Meyer can be booked via
+49(0)89 - 217549430 or info@villa-bella.org
www.villa-bella.org
Sciton Laser
Sciton is committed to providing best-inclass laser and light solutions for medical
professionals who want superior durability,
performance and value. This includes
devices for laser-assisted lipolysis, skin
resurfacing, hair removal, phototherapy,
wrinkle reduction, treatment of vascular
and pigmented lesions, scar reduction and
acne: www.sciton.com

